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GLOCK 17/22 NON-GUN

Compatible with VirTra rail 
mount training flashlight.

Non-gun identification 
consistent with many 
regulations (red tip) to ensure 
rapid identification. 

Eliminates trigger jams 
over extended shot 
capabilities.

Designed to represent 
trigger pull of a real 

weapon.

Malfunctions and empty 
gun simulation controlled 

via VOS.

Weighted durable magazine 
is drop tested at six feet, 

making loading and 
reloading more reliable 

during training exercises.

SIRT Blue Non-Gun is 
custom made to fit VirTra’s 
standards and training 
technology.

Blue Non-Gun

VirTra’s laser-based Blue Non-Gun Glock 17/22 is designed to train individuals on VirTra 
simulators more safely. The blue exterior signifies the training tool, which replicates the shape 

and weight of a real Glock 17/22 to prevent training scars.

Ambidextrous usability for 
left- and right-hand users. 

Other Benefits
The Blue Non-Gun is completely compatible with: V-Author, V-Sims, V-Marksmanship and 

V-Ballistics.

Works as an exercise for dry practice.

Reliable with shot testing durability at 5x more than competitors, with over 
25,000 shots tested.
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M4 NON-GUN

Picatinny Rail

30 round default shot capacity.
Configurable to other capacities

Optional Rumble Motor and Shot Sound.
Upgradeable Sight Options

Modes of fire: safe, 
semi-auto, full auto

Lightweight 
Aluminum/Polymer 
construction.
Durable Powder Coat Finish

M4 Non-Gun

VirTra’s laser-based M4 Non-Gun is designed to train o�cers on VirTra simulators more safely. 
This training tool replicates the shape and weight of a real M4 to prevent training scars while 

increasing skill transfer. 

Configurable Stock Length

Intrusion sensor—enabled/disabled by user Alert Delay: 2 seconds. Is configurable by factory

Other Benefits
The M4 Non-Gun is compatible with all simulation solutions and software applications from VirTra.

Works as an exercise for dry practice.

U.S. Patent No. 7,506,468B2


